NEW!
MOTOROLA APX MULTI-FUNCTIONAL BLUETOOTH ADAPTER

GO WIRED OR WIRELESS, YOUR CHOICE.
TRUE DUAL CONNECTIVITY.
Pair Bluetooth devices or wired units.

EP-BTD34EC-S

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

- **Dual Connectivity**: Pair Bluetooth microphone or wired headsets.
- **Bump-Free Pairing/PTT button**.
- **On/off kill switch**: Turn ON & OFF Bluetooth devices. ("OFF" mode reverts radio to talk and listen).
- **9-10 Hour talk time**.
- **OPTIONAL**: Pair the Bluetooth remote PTT & key up radio with your finger remotely. Perfect for undercover operations! Mount to a handle bar, weapon or attach to your finger to key up remotely.

ON/OFF KILL SWITCH: Turn ON & OFF Bluetooth devices. ("OFF" mode reverts radio to talk and listen).